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Abstract
Aims: To develop a theoretical and psychometrical reliable measurement tool to identify the symptom
clusters of patients undergoing hemodialysis (HD).

Design: A cross-sectional descriptive study.

Methods: To examine the psychometric properties of the HD symptom distress (HSD) scale, 216 subjects
were recruited from a HD center of medical university hospital in Southern Taiwan from February, 2019 to
April, 2019. Construct validity was evaluated by exploratory factor analysis (EFA), and the internal
consistency and test–retest reliability were estimated by Cronbach’s alpha and intraclass correlation
coe�cient (ICC).

Results: The HSD scale was composed of �ve factors with 22 items, including insu�cient energy/vitality,
cardiac–pulmonary distress, sleep disturbance, musculoskeletal distress, and gastrointestinal distress,
with factor loading ranging from 0.62 to 0.87, explaining 65.5% of the total variance. Cronbach’s alpha
coe�cient of the HSD total scale was 0.93, and �ve subscales ranged from 0.73 to 0.87. The test-retest
reliability was 0.92 (p < 0.001) by using the intraclass correlation coe�cient (ICC) for HSD-22 scale.

Conclusion: Results indicated that the HSD-22 scale had initial satisfactory validity and reliability.
Therefore, this tool can be used to identify the symptom clusters of patients receiving HD.

Impact: Patients receiving HD often experienced multiple symptoms concurrently and may impact their
quality of life. A valid and reliable tool is needed to assess the symptom distress of patients receiving HD
in terms of the perspective of symptom clusters. Although many studies had explored symptom clusters
related to patients receiving HD, the clusters form had problems with overlapping, vagueness, lack of
cluster-speci�c, and di�culty in discerning their common mechanism under the cluster. Psychometric
testing from our study indicated that the HSD-22 scale can be employed to identify the symptom clusters
of patients receiving HD in the clinical setting. Such identi�cation enables healthcare professionals
provide interventions to release patients’ symptom distress e�ciently.

Introduction
In accordance with the United States Renal Data System (USRDS) Report, the global population of end-
stage kidney disease (ESKD) patients had increased by nearly 20% since 2000, and the prevalence of
ESKD patients who received renal replacement therapy with hemodialysis (HD) in the US increased more
than 80% from 2000 to 2017 [1]. The prevalence of ESKD patients in Taiwan from 2003 to 2016 was
increased 71.8%, with 3,251 per million population undergoing dialysis in 2016, ranking the top one in the
world; it seemed an increasing trend year by year. It became a global [2]. health issue in nursing care for
patients receiving dialysis.
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HD was the primary treatment for patients with ESKD in Taiwan, although HD was a life-saving treatment,
but a considerable number of patients suffered from multiple symptoms distress due to quality of life
reduced [3, 4]. The interventions for symptom distress in clinical practice were often focused on speci�c
symptom, but increased evidences indicated that symptoms of patients with ESKD occurred in group
concurrently, it so-called symptom clusters. Therefore, it had great value to develop a measurement tool
to identify the symptom clusters of patients undergoing HD.

1.1 Background
Patients with ESKD on dialysis suffered from a high symptom burden because of the disease itself, the
treatment, and comorbid conditions, thereby leading to poor quality of life [5]. The multiple symptoms
experienced by patients receiving HD were reported including tiredness, sleep disturbance, dry mouth,
muscle weakness, and pruritus [3, 4], insomnia, nausea, anorexia, pruritus, and shortness of breath [6].
More speci�cally, Fidan et al. reported that almost all patients receiving HD had one or more
musculoskeletal problems; the most common was muscle cramps, myalgias and arthralgias [7].
According to the reports of 32 participants across three focus groups and 87 survey respondents, the
most common physical distress, and symptoms experienced by patients receiving HD were fatigue,
cramping, and body aches [8]. In addition to the physical symptoms, depression, anxiety, worried, and
frustrated commonly occurred in patients on HD [7–11]. Whether or not the psychological symptoms
primarily resulted from the physical symptoms, it needed to be further clari�ed to identify the independent
clusters.

The interventions of symptom distress in clinical practice were primarily focused on a speci�c symptom.
However, it had increasing evidence to support that symptoms of patients with ESKD occur in group
concurrently, it was so-called symptom clusters. Although studies had explored symptom clusters related
to patients receiving HD [10, 12], the clusters formed had problems with overlapping, vagueness, and
lacked of cluster-speci�c, it was di�cult in discerning their common mechanism under the cluster. A valid
and reliable tool is needed to assess the symptom distress of hemodialysis patients in terms of the
perspective of symptom cluster.

1. The Study Method

1.1 Aim
The aim of this study was to develop a theoretical and psychometrical reliable measurement tool to
identify the symptom clusters of patients undergoing HD.

1.2 Design
A cross-sectional descriptive study was performed in this study.

1.3 Instrument Development
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1.3.1 Item generation
To generate an item pool, we had referred to previous literature [10, 12–15]. Based on the existing
literature and the experiences from patients receiving HD, 26 candidate items were generated to form an
initial draft of the hemodialysis symptom distress (HSD) scale.

1.3.2 Determination of content validity
After the pool of candidate items had been developed, its content validity was tested by �ve experts
including one nephrologist, two nurse educators, and two nurse practitioners working in a HD center of
medical university hospital, three of them with a PhD and specialized in instrument development and
nephrology. These experts using a four-point Likert scale to rate the relevance and wording of each item,
with scores as follows: 1-least relevant, 2-somewhat relevant, 3-quite relevant and 4-most relevant. If an
expert rated any item < 4, the expert was asked to provide his/ her suggestion for the item modi�cation.

We used the content validity index (CVI) to quantify the extent of expert agreement. The proportion of
experts who rated items as 3 or 4 [16] was used to analyze the experts’ ratings for relevance and clarity of
items. The relevance of symptom distress and accuracy of each item in this initial draft were assessed by
�ve experts. The CVI was 0.89. Four items with problematic wording were revised based on the
recommendations of the panel to result a �nal draft containing 26 items (i.e., the HSD-26).

1.3.3 Determination of face validity
To evaluate the face validity of the HSD scale, investigators administered the draft of the instrument (i.e.,
the HSD-26) to a convenience sample from the data collection sites in this study. Ten patients receiving
HD were invited to a pilot study of HSD-26 for clarity, comprehension and ease of response. Items were
scored on a 4-point scale from 1 (never) to 4 (always). Total possible scores ranged from 26–104, with
higher scores indicating higher symptom distress.

1.4 Study Participants
Participants were recruited from a HD center of medical university hospital located in southern Taiwan
which possessed the largest hemodialysis center having approximately 940 patients receiving HD.
Participants who met the following criteria were recruited: patient was 20 years of age, had undergoing
HD for ≥ 6 months, and able to comprehend and communicate by Mandarin or Taiwanese.

Per request of the study investigators, HD nursing staffs referred participants from HD outpatient clinics
to investigators for recruitment. Two-hundred and sixteen participants agreed to participate in this study.

Data collection
After receiving the written informed consent from participants, they �lled out the questionnaires during
the period of receiving hemodialysis, and data were collected from February to April, 2019.

1.5 Ethical considerations
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The study was approved by the Chang Gung Memorial Hospital Institutional Review Board (IRB
201801071B0).

1.6 Data analysis
EFA was used to identify the factor structure. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) test for sampling adequacy
and Bartlett’s test for sphericity were performed and the number of factors to be retained was determined
by parallel analysis [17]. Items selected met the following four criteria: (a) factor loading > 0.5; (b)
minimum factor membership of three items; (c) no cross factor loaded items; and (d) conceptual
coherence of items with its corresponding factor. Internal consistency was assessed by determining
Cronbach’s alpha coe�cients for the overall scale and subscales. A Cronbach’s alpha coe�cient > 0.70
was considered satisfactory [18].

3. Results

3.1 Sample Characteristics
Two hundred and sixteen participants completed the HSD questionnaire, among them, 44.4% were male
and 55.6% were female, with an age range of 20 to 88 years (mean = 63.0, SD = 12.75). The educational
level of the sample was diverse (53.5% with elementary school or less; 34.0% with a high school diploma;
12.4% with a college degree), and the majority of participants (87.2%) were married.

3.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)
Using EFA, the factor structure of initial HSD was analyzed with a sample of 216 participants. Factors
were extracted by using principal component analysis, the correlation matrix and pairwise deletion
method. The KMO measurement of sampling adequacy was 0.90; it indicated excellent sampling
adequacy and relatively compact patterns of correlation. Such factor analysis should be produced
distinct and reliable factors [19]. Bartlett’s test of sphericity was signi�cant (chi-square = 2588.812, df = 
231, p < 0.000), it showed that there were adequate relationships between the variables [19]. Oblique
Promax rotation procedures were used as the method of factor rotation, because HSD scale factors were
assumed to be correlated. Four items (items 12, 21, 23, and 24) were eliminated from the draft 26-item
HSD due to a factor loading < 0.5. A �ve-factor solution for the 22 remaining items provided the most
meaningful factor pattern and labeled as insu�cient energy/vitality, cardiac–pulmonary distress, sleep
disturbances, musculoskeletal distress, and gastrointestinal distress, with loading ranging from 0.62 to
0.87, explaining 65.5% of the total variance. The loading ranging of �ve factors were shown in Table 1
and the factor structures were described as following:
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Table 1
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) results and Cronbach’s alpha coe�cients.

Symptom Factor loading Cronbach’s alpha

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Factor 1           0.89

Tiredness 0.87          

Lack of vitality 0.82          

Lack of energy 0.81          

Muscle weakness 0.78          

Dry mouth/thirst 0.73          

Vertigo 0.63          

Headache 0.62          

Factor 2           0.85

Chest pain   0.84        

Shortness of breath   0.83        

Dyspnea   0.77        

Chest tightness   0.75        

Arrhythmia   0.65        

Lack of appetite   0.62        

Factor 3           0.80

Waking in night     0.82      

Trouble falling asleep     0.78      

Itchy skin     0.75      

Factor 4           0.77

Joint pain       0.88    

Sore muscles       0.80    

Numbness       0.78    

Factor 5           0.73

Note. Factor 1 = ‘insu�cient energy/vitality; Factor 2 = cardiac–pulmonary distress; Factor 3 = sleep
disturbance; Factor 4 = musculoskeletal distress; Factor 5 = gastrointestinal distress
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Symptom Factor loading Cronbach’s alpha

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Vomiting         0.87  

Nausea         0.80  

Cramps         0.66  

Total scale           0.93

Note. Factor 1 = ‘insu�cient energy/vitality; Factor 2 = cardiac–pulmonary distress; Factor 3 = sleep
disturbance; Factor 4 = musculoskeletal distress; Factor 5 = gastrointestinal distress

Factor 1, insu�cient energy/vitality, had seven items, with factor loading ranging from 0.62 to 0.86,
accounting for 41.2% of the variance. This factor re�ected the symptoms of tiredness, headache, muscle
weakness, lack of energy and vertigo brought about by the patient's anemia.

Factor 2, cardiac–pulmonary symptoms, had six items, with factor loading ranging from 0.62 to 0.84,
accounting for 7.3% of the variance. This factor re�ected the cardiopulmonary symptoms of chest pain,
shortness of breath, dyspnea, chest tightness caused by volume overload.

Factor 3, sleep disturbances, it contained three items, with factor loading ranging from 0.75 to 0.82,
accounting for 6.7% of the variance. This factor re�ected the trouble falling asleep or waking in the night
due to peripheral neuropathy of uremia.

Factor 4, musculoskeletal symptoms, had three items with factor loading ranging from 0.78 to 0.88,
accounting for 5.6% of the variance. This factor re�ected problems such as muscle numbness and joint
pain caused by electrolyte abnormalities such as calcium, phosphorus, and potassium.

Factor 5, gastrointestinal distress, had three items with factor loading ranging from 0.65 to 0.88,
accounting for 4.7% of the variance. This factor re�ected the gastrointestinal symptoms of vomiting and
nausea caused by abnormal gastric emptying.

3.3 Reliability
After factor structure con�rmed, the investigators used Cronbach’s alpha coe�cient to assess the
reliability of the total scale and the factor-based subscales. Cronbach’s alpha coe�cient for the �nal
version of the HSD-22 total scale was 0.93, and the subscale alpha coe�cients ranged from 0.73 to 0.89.
The stability of the HSD-22 over time was assessed by measuring the test–retest reliability over 2–4
weeks. Twenty participants were selected to retest HSD-22 questionnaire, and the test-retest reliability
using the intraclass correlation coe�cient (ICC) was 0.916 (p < 0.001).

4. Discussion
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This study identi�ed �ve factors via EFA. These �ve factors were insu�cient energy/vitality, cardiac–
pulmonary distress, sleep disturbances, musculoskeletal distress, and gastrointestinal distress. They were
similar to the clusters identi�ed by Yu IC, Huang JY and Tsai YF [10] which included energy and sensory
discomfort, gastrointestinal (GI) and cardiac–pulmonary symptoms, cardiovascular symptoms, and
electrolyte imbalance. However, these four clusters identi�ed by Yu IC, Huang JY and Tsai YF [10] had
apparently problems with overlapping (cardiac– pulmonary symptoms, cardiovascular symptoms) and
vague dimension (electrolyte imbalance). Furthermore, the characteristics of symptom distress veri�ed in
our study were much more similar to those dimensions of energy/vitality, cardiac-related problems,
pain/comfort, and gastrointestinal (GI) system proposed by Jablonski's study (2007). Compared to the
symptoms clusters veri�ed in our study with those identi�ed by Yu IC, Huang JY and Tsai YF [10] and
Jablonski A [12], the primary difference was our study separated sleep disturbances as a factor, due to
sleep disturbed result from multiple in�uencing factors presented in patients receiving HD [20]. These
in�uence factors may be related to certain symptom distress like pain/comfort [12] or sensory discomfort
[10]. It may explain why sleep disturbances was not an independent dimension/cluster in the study of Yu
IC, Huang JY and Tsai YF [10] and Jablonski A [12].

Factor 1, insu�cient energy/vitality, was one of the most troublesome distress among the multiple
symptoms experienced by patients received HD, it was also found in the study of Yu IC, Huang JY and
Tsai YF [10] and Jablonski A [12]. This symptom distress, insu�cient energy/vitality, was directly related
to renal anemia due to lack of erythropoietin [21]. In addition, blood loss during hemodialysis and latent
gastrointestinal bleeding were also common causes of anemia in patients [22]. When anemia occurred,
insu�cient numbers of circulating red blood cells were available to transport and release oxygen to
tissues, thus, patients were prone to symptoms occurred simultaneously such as vertigo, headache,
muscle weakness, tiredness, and lack of vitality [21].

For patients received HD, ‘cardiac–pulmonary symptoms’ presented in Factor 2 was a common symptom
distress, it often resulted from �uid overload. The main reason was patients’ poor water control during
dialysis sessions. When patients had di�culty to control or restrict their �uid intake, it may lead to
excessive weight gain during dialysis sessions (i.e., interdialytic weight gain, IDWG). A poor IDWG often
caused hypotension, dry mouth, chest pain, chest tightness, and arrhythmia during dialysis [23].
Moreover, �uid overload may lead to congestive heart failure [24]. which further caused cardiomegaly,
resulting in symptom distress such as shortness of breath, dyspnea, bloating and decreased appetite [25].
It explained why the chest pain, shortness of breath, dyspnea, chest tightness, arrhythmia, and lack of
appetite were clustered to the dimension of ‘cardiac–pulmonary symptoms’ after conducting the factor
analysis.

The symptoms under factor 3 included waking in the night, trouble falling asleep and itchy skin, those
clustered into a factor called ‘sleep disturbances’. Patients with ESKD often experienced restless leg
syndrome resulted from urotoxic peripheral neuropathy. The patient frequently felt uncomfortable at night
or when lying in bed, especially on a quiet night. These feelings included insect crawling, acupuncture, or
deep itchiness, those made patient had to keep moving their feet or get up to walk to gain a little relief, it
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resulted an interrupted sleep [26, 27]. In addition, uremic pruritus caused by calcium and phosphorus
deposition may be another factor affecting patients' sleep. It was a chronic, uncomfortable symptom and
worsened at night, it caused severe negative effect on the patient's sleep [28]. It explained why waking in
the night, trouble falling asleep, and itchy skin synthesized into a new dimension called ‘sleep
disturbances’.

For patients receiving hemodialysis, electrolyte imbalance was a common issue. Calcium and
phosphorus imbalance was one of the electrolyte imbalances; it often caused secondary
hyperparathyroidism, and patients were prone to complications of renal osteodystrophy [29]. Renal
osteodystrophy caused symptoms distress, such as joint pain and muscle weakness; and Hyperkalemia
was also a common electrolyte imbalance due to kidney failure. Potassium ion balance was essential for
nerve conduction and muscle contraction. Hyperkalemia caused depolarization of skeletal muscle cell
membranes and inhibit skeletal muscle excitement; and caused muscle numbness, sore, and weakness in
the limbs [30]. Through factor analysis, joint pain, sore muscles, and numbness were clustered to be a
new dimension called ‘musculoskeletal symptoms’.

Gastroparesis was a distress for patients receiving HD due to autonomic neuropathy; it prolonged the
time to empty their stomach and caused discomfort symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting, and lack of
appetite [31]. In addition, Patients receiving HD took the medication of phosphorus binders due to renal
osteoporosis. This kind of medication often produced gastrointestinal side effects, such as nausea,
vomiting, and abdominal pain [31]. Severe nausea and vomiting easily leaded to electrolyte imbalance
and caused cramps further. Furthermore, uremic polyneuropathy may be another factor caused patients
to cramp; the earliest symptom was muscle cramps in the lower limbs [32]. Therefore, vomiting, nausea,
and cramps were synthesized into a factor called gastrointestinal distress.

Cronbach’s alpha coe�cients for the HSD-22 total scale (0.93) and each of the �ve subscales (0.77–
0.85) indicated that this newly-constructed instrument had a good internal consistency. The results of
test–retest analysis showed that the HSD-22 was relatively stable over a 2–4-week period.

Patient receiving Hemodialysis often experienced multiple symptoms that usually occurred concurrently;
a single symptom seldom occurred separately. To provide an effective intervention for symptom distress,
a psychometrically robust measurement which captured the essence of symptom clusters under a group
of symptoms and shared a common etiology or biomechanics were needed. The HSD-22 developed in
this study covered �ve factors via factor analysis. In these �ve factors, each factor covered a cluster of
symptoms which shared a common etiology or biomechanics discussed above. Therefore, we suggested
that the HSD-22 was veri�ed and improved one of the symptom clusters by HPs earlier, it is a valid and
reliable scale and can provide a useful clinical assessment tool for healthcare professionals (HPs)
working in the HD unit to identify possible symptom clusters of patients undergoing HD. To achieve more
e�cacy treatments, clinical interventions should be considered in terms of the common mechanism of
symptom cluster.

4.1 Limitations
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In our study, participants were recruited from a medical university hospital, even they came from every
corner of southern Taiwan, but still restricted to one hospital and they may unable to on behalf of all
hemodialysis of the population in Taiwan. And due to the reduced data, we used EFA to analyze the HSD-
22 for smaller set of variables and to explore the underlying theoretical structure of a phenomenon, it
narrowed construct validity. We suggested that future studies can recruit the participants from overall of
Taiwan through multiple medical university hospital, and using con�rmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test
its construction validity. Then, study result may be more de�nite.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, a better understanding of patients’ symptom distress may increase the treatment e�ciency
and help patient to reach better health outcomes. A psychometrically robust measure captures clusters of
distress from multiple and concurrent symptoms encountered in patients received HD is needed.
Psychometric testing from our study indicated that the HSD-22 scale is valid and reliable, we suggest that
this assessment tool can be employed to identify the symptom clusters of patients received HD in the
clinical setting. Such identi�cation enables HPs e�ciently to provide interventions to release patients’
symptom distress. More speci�cally, HPs can empower patients to verify and manage their own
discomfort symptoms associated with symptom clusters.
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Symptom Factor loading Cronbach’s alpha

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

ctor 1            0.89

edness 0.87          

ck of vitality 0.82          

ck of energy 0.81          

scle weakness 0.78          

y mouth/thirst 0.73          

rtigo 0.63          

adache 0.62          

ctor 2           0.85

est pain   0.84        

ortness of breath   0.83        

spnea   0.77        

est tightness   0.75        

hythmia   0.65        

ck of appetite   0.62        

ctor 3           0.80

king in night     0.82      

ouble falling asleep     0.78      

hy skin     0.75      

ctor 4           0.77

nt pain       0.88    

re muscles       0.80    

mbness       0.78    

ctor 5           0.73

miting         0.87  

usea         0.80  

amps         0.66  

al scale           0.93

Note. Factor 1 = ‘insufficient energy/vitality; Factor 2 = cardiac–pulmonary distress; Factor 3 = sleep disturbance; Factor 4 =

musculoskeletal distress; Factor 5 = gastrointestinal distress


